Abstract. With the focuses on cross section of pipe truss, depth span ratio, width height ratio, thickness of concrete slab and concrete strength, this paper uses finite element software ABAQUS to analyze failure mode, ductility and ultimate bearing capacity of no winding composite floor pipe truss, puts forward the matching degree η of such truss, so as to provide a basis for engineer design.
Introduction
Composite pipe truss structure is a new structural type based on the composite space truss, depending on the coaction of pipe truss and concrete slab. This structure has its advantages of light weight, high rigidity and low price, as well as larger integral stiffness and bearing capacity with equal steel quantity. According to Article 2.0. 8 
of Code of Research on Composite Floor of Steel
Truss and Concrete for the floor and roof in a multi-story building with a span not greater than 40m and 60m respectively, the structure of composite space grids could be used where upper chords are substituted by concrete slab. This paper will be focused on this new no winding composite floor pipe truss structure. As both domestic and foreign study show the mechanical performance superiority of this structure, it is of magnificent theory significance and widespread application value to give it a further study.
Model Analysis Parameters Setting and Feasibility Analysis of Model
Based on the characteristics of the composite floor pipe truss this article uses finite element software ABAQUS in the aspects of cross section of pipe truss, depth span ratio, width height ratio, thickness of concrete slab and concrete strength to analyze mechanical performance of the no winding composite floor pipe truss. 67 models wear built, the span length is 24m; depth span ratio selected 0.67, 0.8 and 1; width height ratio selected 1/12, 1/14 and 1/16; thickness of concrete slab selected 140mm, 180mm, 200mm and 220mm; concrete strength selected C30, C40, C50 and C60; cross section of pipe truss selected according to the order from small to large is D, A, E, F, B, G, C. Feasibility analysis of model: Fig. 1 shows the load-deflection curves of composite pipe truss model, theoretical curve agrees well with simulated curve in ABAQUS. The theoretical value is slightly less than the calculated value, because the theoretical analysis ignored the shear deformation. This proves the practicability of model.
Analysis of Failure Mode
There are two failure modes of no winding composite pipe truss: ductile failure and brittle failure. Which failure mode will happen depends on the matching degree between the thickness of concrete slab, its strength, cross section of the members of pipe truss and its steel strength. When the two matches are well, the yielding of the lower chord and the crushing of the concrete slab happen at the same time. This failure mode is portentous and is ductile failure. When the concrete slab is too weak, the crushing of concrete slab happens before the yielding of the lower steel chord, this failure mode is brittle, thus not allowed in design. When the strength of the concrete slab is too high, the International Conference on Mechanics and Civil Engineering (ICMCE 2014) concrete in compression zone dose not reach it maximum capacity while the lower chord fails in tension. Because this failure mode does not make full play to concrete strength, resulting in the waste of concrete, hence not allowed in design. Fig. 2 , the displacement ductility factor grows slowly first, after reaching the peak, it goes down rapidly. It can be obtained from the model analysis that the closer the crushing load of concrete and the breaking load of the lower steel chord, the nearer displacement ductility factor and the peak. So the ductility of the composite pipe truss is rely on the thickness of concrete slab, its concrete strength , the cross section and steel strength of pipe truss. Analysis of Ductility Study on Influencing Factors of the Ultimate Bearing Capacity. With consideration of five aspects, i.e., the cross section of pipe truss, depth span ratio, width height ratio, thickness of concrete slab and concrete strength, this section analyzes the ultimate bearing capacity of the composite pipe truss. 3 shows that the greater the cross section of pipe truss, the greater the ultimate bearing capacity, but the growth rate is not linear. The improvement of concrete strength has an obvious effect on improving ultimate bearing capacity of the composite pipe truss by increasing cross section of pipe truss, but when the concrete strength is increased to a certain level, the effect will not so obvious. 4 shows that with the increase of cross section of pipe truss, the greater the depth span ratio is, the more improvement of ultimate bearing capacity is. When cross section of the pipe truss increases to a certain level, the effect will not so obvious. Because excessive depth span ratio will reduce space in houses, improving depth span ratio is limited in practical application. 5 shows that increase of the width height ratio from 0.67 to 0.8 improves ultimate bearing capacity of the composite pipe truss, but increase of the width height ratio from 0.8 to 1.0 reduce ultimate bearing capacity of the composite pipe truss, so improvement of ultimate bearing capacity of the composite pipe truss cannot rely on the increase of width height ratio, and the width height ratio should not be greater than 0.8. Fig. 6 shows that when the concrete slab is thin, increase of the thickness improves ultimate bearing capacity of the composite pipe truss, but when the concrete slab is thick, the effect will not so obvious. Fig. 7 shows that if concrete strength is relatively low, improvement of concrete strength can significantly improve ultimate bearing capacity of the composite pipe truss, but when concrete strength is relatively high, the effect will not so obvious. Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 show that the change point of improvement of the ultimate bearing capacity is also the change point of the failure mode of the model, that is, when abruption of the lower steel chord before crushing of the upper concrete slab, improvement of the thickness of the concrete slab and concrete strength will have an obvious effect on improvement of ultimate bearing capacity of the composite pipe truss.
Analysis of Matching Degree η Putting Forward Matching Degree η
Based on above analysis, the matching degree of the upper concrete slab and the lower steel chord directly affect the mechanical performance of the composite pipe truss. This paper puts forward the matching degree η of the upper concrete slab and the lower steel chord as follows: In order to study the matching degree η, this section selects two sets of data from the cases where the upper concrete slab and the lower steel chord fail almost at the same time; bilinear interpolation method was used to get the theoretical matching degree η. Table 1 lists that η ranges from 1.152 to 1.174, there are some errors, which is because when the composite pipe truss reaches its ultimate bearing capacity, the upper concrete slab and the lower steel chord have not been within elastic stage. Table 2 lists that when the width height ratio is 1.0, the rate in the increase of the matching degree η is more than those in the other groups, which is consistent with above analysis, the concrete slab does not reach the ultimate strength. It validates that the width height ratio should not be greater than 0.8. Table 2 lists that when the width height ratio is less than 0.8, the depth span ratio, width hei ght ratio and concrete strength have little effect on the matching degree. In order to ensure that the failure of the lower steel chord before the crushing of the upper concrete slab, the matching degree η=1.2 for engineer design is given in this paper.
Verification of the Matching Degree η
In order to verify the matching degree η=1.2 for other depth span ratios, width height ratios and concrete strength, six groups finite element models and the result are listed in Table 3 and Table 4 Table 3 .22, when η=1.2 for the design of no winding composite pipe truss, the failure modes of all models are ductile failure, and the breaking load of the lower steel chord is near to the crushing load of the upper concrete slab very much.
Above discussion proves that the matching degree η=1.2 is of engineering significance for the no winding composite pipe truss design.
Conclusion
(1) It is not an effective way to improve the stiffness and ultimate bearing capacity of the composite pipe truss by increasing the width height ratio. When the width height ratio is greater than 0.8, it will even reduce the stiffness and ultimate bearing capacity of the composite pipe truss. Therefore the width height ratio should not be greater than 0.8.
(2) The analysis indicates the failure mode, ductility performance and ultimate bearing capacity of the no winding composite pipe truss are affected by the matching degree of lower steel chord and the upper concrete slab directly.
(3) This paper puts forward a key parameter, matching degree η of lower steel chord and the upper concrete slab. When η=1.2, no winding composite pipe truss will have a good mechanical performance under the commonly used depth span ratio, aspect ratio, thickness of concrete slab and the concrete strength, which can also avoid the brittle failure.
